Northern exposure

A former superpower on the wane – Russia, illustrated with love

This visual essay illustrating modern Russia, by photographer Simon Roberts, exposes the beautiful and often strange chaos left behind some 16 years after the collapse of the Soviet Union – an edifice that turned out to resemble 'one gigantic Potemkin village', as an introduction by Rosamund Bartlett puts it. The result of Roberts' 13-month journey across Russia is an unvarnished collection of portraits of a proud people and a scarred landscape, littered with relics of a glorious past. The images revel in the sheer scale of the country, its many regions, races and religions no longer unified by politics, but instead increasingly isolated by fading industry and simmering conflicts. Ultimately, however, the big picture the book conveys is one of honest optimism.

Motherland, Simon Roberts (Chris Boot, £25)